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EXT. SCHOOL EXTERIOR - LATE AFTERNOON/EARLY EVENING

Brishen leads the way towards some wooden benches. Amanda
trails behind him at a distance.

AMANDA
Mr. Doyle is definitely whacked.

Brishen doesn't respond.

AMANDA
I mean, you as my mentor? What
could you possibly teach me?

She kicks the ground mildly.

AMANDA
How to be a loner 101?

Brishen stops and glares over his shoulder. She halts too,
a little shock on her face. He sighs.

BRISHEN
I don't wanna be here either,
alright? I dunno how the hell
I'm supposed to help someone
like you.

He continues to the bench and sits down.

AMANDA
(calling after)

What kind of shit attitude is
that?!

(beat)
You're supposed to be
motivating me!

Brishen points to the opposite bench without looking at
her. Suddenly from behind, she wraps her arms around his
neck. Her face is now one big smile as she caresses his
head and whispers.

AMANDA
C'mon teach. Since we both
don't wanna be here, suppose
we push dismissal forward a bit
and go somewhere?

She twirls his hair with a finger, and Brishen grins at her.

BRISHEN
Yeah?
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EXT. SCHOOL EXTERIOR - LATE EVENING

Brishen and Amanda study at the table, sitting across from
one another. Amanda slams her forehead repeatedly into a
textbook on the table.

BRISHEN
(not looking up)

Can you concentrate while doing
that?

AMANDA
(still slamming)

Not really.

He leans inwards to her.

BRISHEN
Neither. Can. I.

She stops, glares back at him.

AMANDA
Maybe I should just head-butt
you instead.

BRISHEN
Please do. With any luck it
might end this hell.

AMANDA
Nah, don't think I could crack
that thick skull of yours anyway.

BRISHEN
Plus, I really wouldn't want
you to get your hair all messed
up.

She glares at him.

AMANDA
Hell will freeze nine times
over before our heads connect.

She folds her arms and mumbles something.

BRISHEN
Okaaay.

(beat)
What are, the colors of the
rainbow?

AMANDA
Easy.

BRISHEN
In order of appearance.
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Amanda falls silent. She slams the book open and slap-
turns each page.

BRISHEN
You're not supposed to be
looking at the book.

Her glare intensifies.

BRISHEN
(very fast)

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue
Indigo Violet.

AMANDA
(impressed)

How did you do that?

BRISHEN
Running over you girl bitches
in vehicle.

She raises an eyebrow.

BRISHEN
Red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo, violet.

(beat)
Running, over, you, girl,
bitches, in, vehicle.

There's an awkward pause. She smiles.

AMANDA
You seriously have issues.

BRISHEN
It works.

AMANDA
How about, 'Running over you
guy bastards in vehicle'.

Brishen shrugs.

AMANDA
Looks like we have something
in common.

Brishen nods. He starts to pack his books.

AMANDA
You don't talk much, do you?

(beat)
Oh I get it, you specialize in
insults.
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She gets up and strolls over to Brishen's side of the
table. He shifts away to one edge, stuffs more stuff into
his bag.

AMANDA
Tell me then, what did you say
to make Darren all jumpy?

BRISHEN
Believe me, you don't wanna know.

AMANDA
I think I do. I wanna say it
to that bastard's face the next
time we meet. He's gonna blow
steam and give me that pathetic
stare, and then I'm gonna say
'What the hell are you gonna--'

BRISHEN
I said you were a wildcat in bed.

There's another awkward pause. Amanda looks at him.
Brishen has stopped packing.

BRISHEN
Yeah. I don't think you should
go up to him and say, 'Hi, I'm
a wildcat in bed'.

AMANDA
That's it?

(beat)
No apology? Nothing? You know
what, forget it.

BRISHEN
Look, I'm sorry for calling you
a wildcat!

She quickly gathers her stuff.

AMANDA
I'll make one thing clear to
you, Mr. Brishen Reines. I've
never, ever slept with a person
of the opposite sex and I'm
darn, freakin' proud of it.

Brishen's mouth works but nothing comes out. Amanda gets up.

AMANDA
Wildcat my tout ass. I'd rather
be a gorilla and head-butt you
stupid a-holes back to the
stone age.
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BRISHEN
(gets up as well)

Fine! If you want to be like
that, then fine! Just so you
know, I don't usually apologize
to people.

Amanda gives a mock stunned expression.

AMANDA
No?!

They start stomping off, surprisingly in the same
direction. Brishen quickens his pace.

BRISHEN
So don't you girls pretend to
understand me, because you don't!

AMANDA
(calls after him)

What are you now, master of all
things guy, girl and holy?

She simmers with fury as Brishen walks off into the night.


